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By SARAH JONES

Ecommerce giant Amazon is taking on the issue of fake products in an effort that aims to empower brands to more
thoroughly weed out counterfeit goods.

Amazon's Project Zero has launched with the goal of completely eliminating counterfeits through solutions powered
by technology and machine learning, as well as giving brands more control. Luxury labels have largely eschewed
Amazon due partly to its problem with fakes, but will this project woo more high-end brands to its platform?

"I think there are a couple of reasons that Amazon is launching Project Zero," said Donnie Pacheco, founder of
Donnie P. Consulting, Seattle. "The first is  that they have been the subject of more and more articles regarding
counterfeit product.

"For a long time, the negative press and stories targeted other sites while Amazon seemingly received a free pass,"
he said. "This is no longer the case and more stories discussing the issue on Amazon have been published and
brands are becoming more vocal about the problem.

"This is something that brands have been requesting for a long time, so it will likely please many brands that sell on
the platform. One other thing to note is that this is a level of transparency that you don't often see from Amazon as
historically when it comes to this issue, they hide behind their technology and say it handles this issue.

"This is Amazon admitting that there are in fact counterfeit listings on the platform and details the steps that they are
taking and that brands can now take to address the issue."

Mr. Pacheco is not affiliated with Amazon, but agreed to comment as an industry expert. Amazon was reached for
comment.

Fighting fakes
Tightly distributed luxury brands have tended to avoid Amazon as a selling platform to keep their positioning in tact,
but many end up having a presence on the marketplace whether they want to or not, as counterfeiters sell goods
using their name. While Amazon does have a counterfeit policy, the general feeling was that the company could be
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doing more to protect brands and consumers from illegal copycats (see story).

"Amazon's current policy leaves much to be desired," said Rania Sedhom, founder/principal of Sedhom Law Group.
"Before the launch, brands were obligated to complain to Amazon about the sale of fake merchandise and wait for
Amazon to conduct an investigation.

"Worse, authentic brands were required to purchase the alleged fake items to validate their illegitimacy before
complaining to Amazon," she said. "Wittingly or unwittingly, Amazon's policies aided counterfeiters.

"I suspect Project Zero is in response to several unhappy brands and customers."

With Project Zero, Amazon is aiming to strike up alliances with brands to work together to fight fakes.
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One of the pillars of Project Zero is automated protections. Brand partners provide Amazon with intellectual property
such as logos and trademarks, and the automated process scans the product listings looking for potential fakes.

According to Amazon, when compared to reactive reports from brands, automated protections have found 100 times
more fakes.

Amazon is also putting more power into brands' hands. Previously, brands needed to report a potential counterfeit to
Amazon to have a listing removed.

Now, brand partners can remove suspect listings themselves.

Amazon is also using the data from the removed product listings to help guide its own recognition of counterfeits.

Another effort in Project Zero is serialization in which companies put serial codes onto their products that identify
each specific unit produced. Before a purchase is sent to a consumer, the serial code is scanned to ensure
authenticity.

"Our aim is that customers always receive authentic goods when shopping on Amazon," said Amazon in its
announcement.

"Project Zero builds on our long-standing work and investments in this area," the company said. "It allows brands to
work with us to leverage our combined strengths to move quickly and at scale to drive counterfeits to zero."

As of press time, Project Zero is a free, invite-only program solely available to companies in the United States. To be
eligible, brands need to have a registered trademark and be part of the Amazon Brand Registry.
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Amazon is working with brands on Project Zero. Image credit: Amazon

"While this initiative will go a long way to curb the counterfeit issue, it will likely not solve it completely," Mr.
Pacheco said. "This should likely significantly reduce the issue, but Amazon calls out that it scans looking for
listings from suspect sellers.

"That in itself is  an admission that there are sellers actively listing counterfeit product," he said. "If this initiative
works, it may reduce the problem to being just a timing issue.

"In other words, the listings will be caught and removed, but will be live until they are, which is better than listings
going undetected."

Other marketplaces have struck brand alliances to tackle counterfeits.

For instance, Alibaba's Anti-Counterfeiting Alliance has members that include Richemont, Swarovski and Louis
Vuitton (see story).

Brand protection
Beyond counterfeit goods, luxury brands may have an unwanted presence on Amazon.

Unauthorized distribution of products on Amazon, also known as the "gray market," can be detrimental to any brand,
but luxury accessories makers tend to be the hardest hit.

High-demand, high-price products in general are among the main targets for distribution on Amazon's gray market,
but accessories have the largest ratio of third-party to first-party listings on the ecommerce site, according to a report
from L2 titled "The Battle Against Unauthorized Sellers." Brands can protect themselves from harm from these
unauthorized sellers by taking a more active role in how they, and Amazon as well, handle their relationship with
third-party distributors (see story).

"While [Project Zero] will be appealing and likely applauded by high-end labels, it is  unlikely to win them over to
selling on the platform because this isn't likely their primary concern with the platform," Mr. Pacheco said. "Many
high-end labels take issue with product presentation, the fact that search will return brands or product they don't
deem appropriate for their brand and most importantly the fact that Amazon will continue to allow unauthorized
sellers to list product as long as it is  authentic."

French fashion house Louis Vuitton has successfully blocked a number of Amazon sellers it alleges were selling
counterfeit goods bearing its trademarks.

As part of a lawsuit against the sellers, Louis Vuitton requested a preliminary injunction against the stores on the
marketplace. According to WWD, a federal judge granted this request, putting a freeze on about 30 sellers'
businesses (see story).

"The [Project Zero] program will have some effect on curbing counterfeits, but it is  difficult to comment without
knowing the ins and outs of the program," Ms. Sedhom said. "Allowing brands to delist counterfeit listings without
waiting for Amazon's internal investigation and approval certainly decreases Amazon's liability and increases a
brand's control.

"Also, this program may help brands find the bad actors who supply counterfeit goods," she said. "This program
allegedly requires that delisted sellers or items prove authenticity before selling again on the platform.

"The best two ways to stop, or curtail the sale of fake goods, is  by closing suppliers and denying electronic payments
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much like states block consumers from engaging in online gambling. If Project Zero identifies the suppliers of fake
goods, we will be making real headway against counterfeiters."
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